With the remarks I make you will be enabled to talk over these matters with the builder, although before contracting and put into a written specification, a description of what you may decide to be the most economical and getting having a copy of the leading parts extracted for the builder's use, you keeping the printed one to superintend by.

The door under the frosted was made 6 ft 13 i.f. I remember, it would be better if there figured the rear door 6 ft 13 i., and any portion may be made to open, with the panel fixed.

I set the building 3 ft above the frost surface, and propose that one foot of this be on the ground all around the house to as to three 2 ft. below the bottom of the antennas, or tip of water table.

When the drawings are wanted state and describe them in the letter as to the dimensions by scale, as I have no copy of the drawings I can depend upon.

Yours respectfully, A. Davidson.